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The "Government Trust Restoration" Project

Top-Down Transformation
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REVISIONING HUMANITY



Top-Down Leadership Transformation

Effectively lead & collaborate (i.e., govern) in service of the vision for
humanity’s future.
Understand that the fundamental struggle is between the Homo
Machina & Homo Spiritus versions of Homo Deus, & will act on behalf
of Homo Spiritus.
Ensure that governance mechanisms support the successful
emergence of Homo Spiritus.
Develop better ways to collaborate with the media and social
networks on behalf of Homo Spiritus.

A Solution
Equip government officials (elected and appointed) and their chiefs
of staff that equips them to:

In the late 1990s, only 3 countries were becoming more authoritarian.
In 2021, 33 were sliding greater authoritarianism. — V-Dem (a
Swedish institute that monitors these trends).

Since 2015, Congressional approval ratings have ranged from a high
of 23% (Balletopedia & Statista) to a low of 11% (Gallup).

As of 2021, an appalling 2% of Americans said they trust the federal
government to do what is right “just about always” and a mere 22%
trust it to do what’s right “most of the time.” — Pew Research

69% of BOTH Democrats and Republicans, and 67% of Independents,
believe democracy is “in danger of collapse.” —Quinnipiac Poll

The Problem

REVISIONING HUMANITY
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Leaders lead at the level of their self-development limitations despite
their highest intentions (see the chart below)
Elected and appointed government officials lack sufficient mindset
and skillset training to lead at the level of their highest intentions
Revisioning Humanity requires leaders with new levels of
psychological fitness and problem-solving literacy

The Need

GTRP is primarily for those in variations 1-3, with those in variation 4
potentially being brought up to speed if they really have the thirst for
that

Participation Eligibility
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Mindsets Elevation for Elected Officials: Onboarding the
Synergy Mindset

Skillsets Elevation for Elected Officials: Onboarding Collaboration-
Centric Problem-Solving & Negotiation Tactics

Reconnecting With America’s Purpose & Experiment
Exiting Dysfunctional Systems Dynamics (psychological systems
dynamics intro and adapt business games people play to illuminating
games politicians, parties and countries play)
Ingredients That Make Synergy Possible
Exiting From Reptile Brain Decision-Making
Elevating “Tensions Competence” & Impact Intelligence
Stepping Into Ethical Personal Power
Synergy Leadership Guiding Principles

SUSS for Government, Level 1 (SUSS is a four-step collaborative
problem-solving process for generating integrative solutions on
divisive issues): Tactics for digging beneath surface positions,
posturing, and solutions to identify deepest concerns and highest
intentions of all involved
SUSS for Government, Level 2: Tactics for developing an integrated
unified version of the range of deepest concerns and highest
intentions that allows legislation to emerge that preserves individual
freedom and promotes the common good
SUSS for Government, Level 3: Tactics for designing legislation that
most fully addresses the integrated unified version of deepest
concerns and highest intentions
Inviting Others Into the GTRP (the Government Trust Restoration
Project): Tactics to positively position the optics of being a
Government Trust Restoration Catalyst so this project wins the
support of the silent majority of your constituents.

Top-Down Training
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The "Make America Think Again" Project:
Renewing Citizen & Voter Savvy

Bottom-Up Transformation



Bottom-Up Citizen Transformation

REVISIONING HUMANITY
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Purpose
Equip the Silent Majority to support their elected officials in
implementing the Government Trust Restoration Project

Citizens will recognize that they are in the midst of a battle for their
brains. They will therefore want to become more propaganda-proof:
to become more sophisticated at spotting (in the media, in politicians,
and in their spokespeople) image magicians, narrative crafting spin
doctors, crafty media managers, and sophisticated propaganda
speech writers, all of whose roles are to make impaired or self-
serving leaders appear to be unimpaired or selfless. Examples of this
kind of education include:

The Battle For Your Brain —
www.DrGruder.com/TheBattleForYourBrainSocietal Spells:
Upheavals + Fear + Confusion

Bernays & Covert Manufactured Consent
KGB (Yuri Bezmenov: Four Stages of Ideological Subversion
for Co-Opting Societies)
PsyOps

The Hijacking Formula That Fuels & Feeds On Unjust World
Attitudes

Establish Critical Thinking Deficits => Orchestrate Upheavals
=>Fuel Fear => Magnify Confusion (Alternate/Changing Facts)
=> Reinforce Learned Helplessness & Conspiracy Theories =>
Results: Cave In or Rebel & Get Quashed

The Results
Massive Distrust + Massive Blind Support of Perceived Saviors
(mainstream or disrupters) => Divisiveness & Polarization =>
Societal Deterioration => Ultimately Societal Mental Illness =>
Free Society Crumbles Into Tyranny or Anarchy or Violent
Revolution

Bottom-Up Transformation: Citizens need new mindsets and skills

Citizens will recognize the impacts of impaired leaders (and the spin
doctors who surround them), and as a result will want to become far
more able to spot & elect unimpaired leaders who support
governance that upholds Homo Spiritus… regardless of political party
& insulated from manipulation by special interests.

Citizens will understand what happens to government trust when a
leader does not have high noble intentions, wise maturity, and well-
developed systems skills. They will recognize that “leaders lead at the
level of their self-development limitations despite their highest
intentions” (David Gruder). [Insert Leadership Maturity Capacity
Continuum graphic]

Citizens will become more able to spot Ignorant Leaders who
have forgotten (or never knew) the fundamental mandate of
government officials in a free society: to be a servant to citizens
not self or special interests, and to govern at the intersection of
preserving individual freedom and promoting the common good.
They become more able to spot Unskilled Leaders who lack
psychological maturity, have an under-developed understanding
of systems theory, over-rely on coercion or compromise, and have
an underdeveloped ability to facilitate or participate in
collaboration.
They become more able to spot "Useful Idiot" Leaders (a term
from propaganda theory) who have been co-opted by
propaganda but don’t know it... or have allowed themselves to be
consciously blackmailed due to skeletons in their closet or fear for
their family’s life (or their own). This results in them being
susceptible to special interest & ideological manipulation. This
applies as much to scientists and the media as to elected &
appointed government officials.
They become more able to spot Toxically Dangerous Leaders:
severe narcissists, sociopaths, and other power/money-obsessed
autocrats... especially those who are well-versed in how to use
propaganda and PsyOps (covert psychological operations tactics)
to achieve their agenda.

https://aa9e6c39-7121-4f0e-b002-20f2709bda43.mailbutler.link/p2/77eb43d5-3a3b-4b4f-9a11-a150b509de50/346a9c93-5e52-4912-bc3d-3715e6295a9b


Citizens will realize that they are not really electing candidates: they
are electing their future. A Homo Machina or Homo Spiritus future. A
future focused on self-sovereignty that serves us all (instead of a
future of narcissism, either in the form of serfdom that serves the
few, or dog-eat-dog anarchy. “In essence we are electing the future.
It’s about choosing what we want for ourselves and as a society.”
[From “In the Wake of Chaos” by Delaina Layne]

Citizens will want to become effective in requiring authentic
journalism & education, government honesty & transparency,
authentic healthcare, and social networks that support Homo Spiritus
instead of manipulating the masses.
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Bottom-Up Training
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The Mindset components listed above
First Principles Training: https://fs.blog/first-principles or a derivative
Self-Responsibility, Self-Management & Personal Power Training
(described on this page — https://www.DrGruder.com/powercourse) 
Critical Thinking Training (available on request)
FREEsponsibility Training -- 5 Great Truths of Thriving Societies:
https://www.DrGruder.com/freesponsibility
How to Evaluate Candidates Independent of Political Party or
Stances on Issues

The Leadership Maturity/Capacity Continuum (available on
request)
The Politician Integrity Rating Scale (available on request)

Training Covers
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

a.

b.

https://aa9e6c39-7121-4f0e-b002-20f2709bda43.mailbutler.link/p2/77eb43d5-3a3b-4b4f-9a11-a150b509de50/74ac738e-ae07-4b4b-a3be-36c11c8f1ce5
https://aa9e6c39-7121-4f0e-b002-20f2709bda43.mailbutler.link/p2/77eb43d5-3a3b-4b4f-9a11-a150b509de50/11663300-5f0b-410e-9e93-f2f066c521e4
https://aa9e6c39-7121-4f0e-b002-20f2709bda43.mailbutler.link/p2/77eb43d5-3a3b-4b4f-9a11-a150b509de50/92c8ced2-b48b-45f7-ac6b-13c8a43fbec1


Dr. David Gruder, PhD, DCEP 
Integrated Human Potential for leaders, businesses,
influencers, helping pros, and government officials

About Dr. Gruder
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Dr. David Gruder is a Board Chair-Level Advisor & Chief Integrity Officer to leaders, executives,
innovators, and helping pros, and influencers, who are called to help repair and elevate the
world. A 12-award-winning bestselling clinical and organizational development psychologist,
he was named America's Integrity Expert by Radio-TV Interview Report. Dr. Gruder fills roles
as a Human Potential Strategist, Culture Architect, Business Lifecycle Psychologist, and
Societal Wellbeing Psychologist. His life's work as a futurist integrates personal integrity, life
fulfillment, business success, and social responsibility, into what he calls "Self-Sovereignty That
Serves Us All." He provides keynotes, training, and consulting worldwide in optimizing human
potential, making integrity profitable, and ushering in an elevated future for humanity.

President, Integrity Culture Systems™: www.DrGruder.com | Gruder Academy Online
Courses | Integrity Social Network (ISN)
Founder & Director, SuperChange Catalysts Membership Program:
www.DrGruder.com/Charter1
Co-Founder & Chief Integrity Officer, The Lydian Foundation & NuGen Development:
www.LydianFoundation.org
Board Chair & Founding Partner, NimbilityWorks: www.NimbilityWorks.com
Wayfinder & Senior Advisor, SynerVision Leadership Foundation:
www.SynervisionFoundation.org
Business Lifecycle, Exit Planning, & Post-Acquisition Psychologist, Blue Sky Business
Resources: www.BlueSkyAdvisors.net
Legacy Faculty, CEO Space International: www.CEOSpaceInternational.com
Co-Developer & Senior Trainer, ACEP Comprehensive Energy Psychology Certification
Programs: www.EnergyPsych.org
Co-Host, “Building Business Value” Podcast: coming soon
Co-Host, "The One Thing” Podcast: www.DrGruder.com/TOT
Founder, FREEsponsibility Movement: www.Freesponsibility.org
Co-Developer & Senior Trainer, MKP Shadow Watcher Training Program:
www.mkpusa.org/ShadowWatcher

Hats Dr. Gruder Currently Wears
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